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For a book to be interesting to read, it must have a plot-even when its subject is mathematics. Furthermore, a mathematics book for nonmathematicians is exactly the sort of work that should be written so that even the professional mathematician will find the developments of the plot interesting to follow. And such books should also be very well written, even of literary worth. The book you hold in your hands has all these virtues.
It consists of ten mathematical "novellas", united by recurring "characters". For example, the main character of the discussion of induction, of which the first novella is devoted to providing a firm foundation, makes an appearance in practically every succeeding one in order to play its assigned part. On the other hand, the set of natural numbers represents the first example of the so-called "number systems" developed successively in novellas 3, 8, and 9. Such internal connections are a standard feature of the book.
It is difficult to define the genre of this book. It is not a problem book, nor a textbook, nor a "book for reading about mathematics". It is most of all reminiscent of a good lecture course, from which a thoughtful student comes away with more than was actually spoken about in the lectures. I like how each chapter/novella begins with elementary problems serving as a basis for the succeeding exposition, and how the author always knows when he should stop in expounding theoretical material. I like the arrangement and character of the multitude of exercises, which, on the one hand, make the book easier to read, and, on the other, provide the reflective reader with the opportunity of testing his or her understanding of the subject matter.
The "elementary mathematics" that this book deals with should be understandable by students of high schools specializing in physics and mathematics. Above all, however, I would recommend that all teachers in such schools saturate themselves in its ideas, since one should not confuse the profound inculcation of mathematics with the teaching of "higher" mathematics at technical institutes.
I would wish all students in mathematical departments of institutes of teachereducation to study this book, since that person cannot make a good mathematics teacher for whom "school" mathematics ends with the solution of various kinds of equations and inequalities by means of routine or cunning transformations, and "higher" mathematics has been reduced to a collection of more and more complicated concepts and constructions only distantly related to what he or she will have to expound to their classes.
It seems to me that this "elementary mathematics" book will be of interest and use also to university teachers-especially those working with lower-year studentsas illustrating how to introduce new concepts to the students by demonstrating their 3, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198 - 
